Investigating the cotton ring spun yarn structure using micro computerized tomography and digital image processing techniques
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Abstract
The micro-level structure of staple yarn and the fiber arrangement inside it has a decisive influence on its physical properties. This study aims to introduce a combined method based on micro computerized tomography (micro CT) and digital image processing techniques to probe the ring yarn structure in a non-invasive manner. Two micro CT systems at different CT settings were applied to achieve optimal quality CT images of cotton ring yarns. Three image processing algorithms were proposed to enhance and process the yarn CT images in order to extract yarn structural information. The proposed method was also applied on two yarn specimens, which varied significantly in terms of their tensile strength, to study differences in their underlying structures. The results showed that the longitudinal arrangement of fibers in terms of their migratory behavior had a decisive influence on the tensile properties of the yarn. The stronger yarn showed a higher value of the amplitude and intensity of fiber migration compared to the weaker yarn, suggesting that the protocol established in this study can effectively reveal fiber arrangements within a staple yarn structure in a non-invasive manner.
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The history of research on textile yarn structure spans several decades. Initially, the yarn was thought to consist of fibers twisted in a perfectly helical arrangement around its center, but empirical evidence did not support this claim.¹,² The tracer fiber technique revealed the occurrence of frequent radial disposition of fibers with respect to the central yarn axis (i.e. fiber migration), while the cross-sectional analysis showed non-uniform fiber packing density within a yarn.³ In the past, both of these methods had been frequently applied on a variety of yarns to understand the fiber arrangement inside them and establish its effect on the physical characteristics (or quality) of yarns.⁴⁻⁹ In addition, various developments in both of these methods were also proposed, ranging from improvements in experimental setup to automated image analysis of tracer fibers and yarn cross-sectional images.¹⁰⁻¹⁵ The ultimate goal of these efforts was to improve yarn quality by understanding and manipulating the yarn structure.¹⁶ However, both tracer fiber and micro-tomographic analysis methods have their respective limitations.

The most critical issue related to both existing methods of yarn structural investigation is their inability to provide detailed information on yarn structure in a
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non-invasive manner. For example, the tracer fiber method reveals the trajectory of only one (or few) fibers from a stack of tens to hundreds of fibers (depending on yarn linear density). Similarly, cross-sectional microtomy gives a snapshot only at a certain section of the yarn. In addition, both of these methods are destructive in nature and cannot be applied together on a single yarn specimen. Hence, both cross-sectional and longitudinal arrangements of fibers cannot be analyzed simultaneously. It is important to note that the complete yarn structure can only be represented by taking the cross-sectional as well as the longitudinal arrangement of fibers into account. Due to incomplete information about the internal yarn structure and the inability to study the fiber arrangement in the cross-sectional as well as the longitudinal directions simultaneously, a clear understanding of yarn structure has not yet been achieved. In addition, both of these methods are also quite invasive in nature. For example, cross-sectional microtomy requires significant physical contact during specimen preparation, handling, slicing and analyzing, which could easily affect the fragile fiber arrangement during specimen preparation, handling, slicing and analyzing. This may lead to unwanted movements. Secondly, the specimen should be mounted and kept under appropriate pretension to investigate the effects of fiber arrangement within a yarn on its physical properties.

Materials and methods

Yarn specimen preparation for CT scanning

Two cotton yarn specimens of 12 tex linear density and significantly different tensile strength were selected from an experimental matrix, where yarns were produced by introducing controlled variations in the spinning triangle geometry. The critical influence of spinning triangle geometry on yarn properties was established in previous studies. The weaker yarns had 12.9 and 16.6 cN/tex tensile strength, respectively, and were denoted as yarns L and H, respectively. Both yarns were produced from 100% Australian cotton (upper half mean length 31.5 mm, 4.5 micronaire, 84.1% length uniformity index, 7.2% short fiber index) on an industrial-scale Zinser 350 ring frame (Saurer, Switzerland). Yarn H was spun with 1108 TPM twist, high compacting pressure and a left offset diagonal spinning arrangement, while yarn L was produced with 1032 TPM twist and low compact pressure in a regular spinning arrangement (no offsetting).

Yarn H was used as the primary specimen to conduct CT optimization trials, while yarn L was only scanned at the optimal CT settings achieved for yarn H in order to compare their internal structures. As both yarn H and yarn L were produced from the same raw material and had the same linear density, the CT parameters optimized for one of them were applicable for scanning the other.

The micro CT scanning of yarn specimens required careful sample preparation. Firstly, the specimen should be mounted and kept under appropriate pretension during the whole length of the scan to avoid any unwanted movements. Secondly, the specimen should be aligned in a vertical arrangement to allow effective transmission of the X-ray beam. Hence, two tubes made up of carbon fiber and plastic material with an internal diameter of 3 mm were used as yarn sample
holders, as shown in Figure 1. The selection of either carbon fiber or plastic tube was made on the basis of X-ray beam energy selected for a particular CT trial to achieve a suitable contrast between the fibers and the background in the CT images.

During the mounting process, one end of the specimen was taken from the yarn bobbin and was carefully threaded through the sample holder tube to avoid any loss of twist in the fibers. Some length of the yarn was also skipped to avoid scanning any yarn segment that could be interfered with during the mounting process. After threading, both ends of the yarn were taped around the outlets of the tube under pretension to keep it straight and stationary without any visible slacking. The tube was vertically mounted and tightened in the holder of the CT scanning stage in alignment with the field of view of the CT system before initiating the scanning process.

**Micro CT scanning**

Yarn H was scanned on two different micro CT scanners, that is, ANU Heliscan (Australian National University, Australia) and Xradia 520 Versa (Carl Zeiss GmbH, Germany), which were helical and regular type scanners, respectively. A helical type CT scanner rotates as well as vertically traverses the specimen during the scan, providing ‘longer’ field of view compared to a regular type CT scanner, which only rotates the specimen, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Two trials of micro CT scanning of yarns were conducted at each CT scanner and their technical

---

**Figure 1.** Specimen mounting tubes made up of (a) carbon fiber and (b) plastic material employed for micro computerized tomography experiments.

**Figure 2.** Two different micro computerized tomography (micro CT) scanning techniques: (a) regular micro CT scanning; (b) helical micro CT scanning.
specifications are given in Table 1. The parameters that were varied during CT scanning trials included the scanning resolution and the magnification, as both of them not only affected the quality and level of detail in the CT images but also affected the field of view of the CT system that is proportional to the length of the yarn covered during the scan. The scanning resolution was varied from 1.89 to 0.69 microns, while magnification was changed from $10\times$ to $110\times$. The X-ray energy was selected accordingly to achieve the desired contrast between the cotton fibers and the background in the CT images. The experimental arrangement for micro CT scanning for the helical type CT scanner is shown in Figure 3.

Table 1. Detailed specifications of the yarn micro computerized tomography (micro CT) scanning trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter/scanning trial</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CT scanner</strong></td>
<td>Xradia 520 versa</td>
<td>Xradia 520 versa</td>
<td>ANU Heliscan micro CT</td>
<td>ANU Heliscan micro CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scanner type</strong></td>
<td>Regular CT</td>
<td>Regular CT</td>
<td>Helical CT</td>
<td>Helical CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contrast technique</strong></td>
<td>Absorption contrast</td>
<td>Absorption contrast</td>
<td>Absorption contrast</td>
<td>Absorption contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample holder type</strong></td>
<td>Plastic tube</td>
<td>Plastic tube</td>
<td>Carbon fiber tube</td>
<td>Carbon fiber tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resolution/voxel (microns)</strong></td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magnification level ($\times$)</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>X-ray energy (KeV)</strong></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scan time (minutes)</strong></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Image processing**

The optimal quality CT datasets of yarns H and L that were achieved through the above-mentioned trials were selected for processing and extracting the yarn structure-related information. The complete datasets contained 306 discreet blocks in Network Common Data Form (NetCDF) file format and each block consisted of 40 images, which resulted in a total of 12,240 serial CT images. These images were first extracted from the blocks and then converted into TIF file format. The CT datasets were processed through three different image processing algorithms that were developed in MATLAB R2016a (MathWorks, USA) by using various functions from the image processing, signal processing and statistical toolboxes. The proposed algorithms enhanced the CT images, analyzed fiber arrangement in the yarn cross-section and tracked fiber paths along the yarn length. The algorithms processed the CT dataset in an automated manner to avoid the laborious and time consuming task of manual processing. ImageJ 1.46r (National Institutes of Health, USA) with the three-dimensional (3D) viewer plugin was used for visualizing the datasets. A high-performance computing cluster called the Multi-modal Australian ScienceS Imaging and Visualization Environment (MASSIVE) was used for processing the CT images by the developed algorithms. The details of the image processing work flow of all three algorithms are given as follows.

**Algorithm for image enhancement**

The yarn CT dataset intrinsically contained artifacts and unwanted features such as random noise and an uneven background. In order to apply the image processing operations and to quantify the information of interest out of the CT images, some degree of pre-processing or enhancement was essential. The first image processing algorithm focused on image enhancement and it worked in the following sequence:

- reading every single image (one at a time) from the CT dataset into MATLAB workspace;
increasing the image size by a factor of two using ‘bicubic’
interpolation to improve its digital resolution;
smoothing the image using a ‘Gaussian filter’ at sigma
level 0.5 to minimize the normally distributed noise;
improving the image contrast by mapping the pixels
with grayscale intensity values between 0.4 and 0.6
such that 1% data (or pixels) was saturated at the
lowest and highest intensity values;
taking the first-order derivative of the pixels intensities
in the spatial domain along the x-axis, y-axis, + 45°
and –45° directions, using the following mathematical
relation
\[ \frac{df}{dx} = f(x+1) - f(x) \tag{1} \]
where \( \frac{df}{dx} \) is the derivative of pixels \( x \) and \( x+1 \), which
lie along the x-axis, \( f(x) \) is the grayscale intensity
value of pixel \( x \) and \( f(x+1) \) is the grayscale intensity
value of pixel \( x+1 \);
imposing the fiber boundaries achieved through the
derivative operation on the original CT image to
suppress its background;
taking the second derivative of the resultant image
along the x-axis, y-axis, + 45° and –45° directions, according to the following relation
\[ \frac{d^2 f}{dx^2} = f(x+1) + f(x-1) - 2f(x) \tag{2} \]
where \( \frac{d^2 f}{dx^2} \) is the second derivative of the pixel \( f(x) \),
\( f(x) \) is the grayscale value of pixel \( x \), \( f(x+1) \) is the
gray scale value of pixel \( x + 1 \), lying next to pixel \( x \)
and \( f(x-1) \) is the grayscale value of pixel \( x-1 \), lying
before pixel \( x \);
subtracting the second derivative image from the image
achieved in step 6 to eliminate noise pixels/objects
from the background;
converting the segmented image to a binary image (at
0.1 threshold value) using Otsu’s method;\(^{25}\)
imposing the binary image onto the original CT image
such that the pixels having a value of 1 in the binary
image remain unchanged, while the pixels having a
value of 0 in the binary image are set to 0;
filling the small holes within the fibers through the
image flood filling operation;
eliminating any isolated objects in the image less than
an area of 20 pixels, which represented random
noise pixels/objects arising from unwanted artifacts
in the CT image.

**Algorithm for yarn cross-sectional analysis**

The information related to fiber arrangement in the
yarn structure was spread along two dimensions of
the CT dataset, that is, within the yarn cross-section
and along the yarn length. The second image processing
algorithm dealt with analyzing the pre-processed CT
images (achieved from the first algorithm) and quanti-
fying the yarn structural parameters related to the
cross-sectional arrangement of fibers. The sequence of
image processing operations involved in the second
algorithm is given as follows:

1. reading the binary version of the pre-processed yarn
   CT image (as achieved from the first algorithm) into
   MATLAB workspace;
2. dilating the image with a disk shape structuring
   element (radius 3 pixels) to increase the fiber diameters
to merge them together into a single object;
3. keeping only the largest object (connected fibrous
   cluster) in the CT image through the size threshold
   and eliminating other objects that represented distant
   fibers, that is, hairs;
4. determining the center of the connected fibrous clus-
   ter (i.e. center of mass as calculated by linear weighing
   of the pixels) and taking it as the yarn center;
5. marking the yarn center on the image in step 1 and
   eliminating the hair fibers by Euclidean distance thresh-
   old by measurement of the yarn radius based on its
count (i.e. fineness), as given in Equation (3)\(^{26}\)
\[
Y_{rad} = \frac{1}{36\sqrt{Ne}} \tag{3}
\]
6. applying morphological dilation followed by morpho-
   logical erosion through a disk shape structuring
   element (radius 15 pixels) on the remaining fibers to
determine the yarn boundary;
7. calculating the total number of white pixels inside
   the yarn boundary, which represent the total fiber
   area within the yarn cross-section;
8. calculating the total number of pixels within the yarn
   boundary, which represent the total yarn area.

The determination of the yarn boundary and the
measurement of total yarn and fiber areas led to the
calculation of some established parameters that repre-
sented the yarn structure, such as the fiber packing
density, yarn diameter, yarn radial packing density,
yarn shape factor and the number of fibers in the
yarn cross-section.

**Algorithm for yarn longitudinal analysis**

The third image processing algorithm analyzed the lon-
gitudinal arrangement of fibers along the yarn length. It
involved motion-based segmentation and region grow-
ing techniques to first segment the connected fibers into
individual objects followed by tracking their movement
through each individual CT image in the dataset. The
spatial coordinates of the centroid of each fiber were
recorded to later draw and analyze their trajectories. The various steps involved in the third image processing algorithm are sequenced as follows.

Manually segmenting the individual fibers in the first image (N) of the CT dataset, reading it into MATLAB workspace and labeling each individual fiber inside it with a number in incremental order, that is, 1, 2, 3, . . . . All other pixels that did not belong to any fiber in N were assigned a value of 0.

Reading the second pre-processed CT image (N + 1) into MATLAB workspace.

Converting image N + 1 into a binary image with threshold value 0, which means all pixels with a value greater than 0 in N + 1 will be assigned 1 in the respective binary image.

Labeling each object (either a single fiber or a cluster of fibers) in the binary image N + 1 and recording the coordinates of each pixel that belong to each object.

Taking a Boolean image intersection of each fiber lying in the image N with each individual object in image N + 1.

All pixels of image N + 1 that were matched with a particular object (or fiber) in image N were assigned the same number as that of the matching object in N, leading to segmentation of individual fibers. The remaining pixels of N + 1 were assigned a 0 value.

The area (or number of pixels) of each segmented fiber in image N + 1 was grown in 20 iterations under that condition that it would not exceed the area of the fiber in image N.

A similar operation was then repeated on image N + 2 by taking image N + 1 as a reference image, which was already segmented and the loop continued on all images throughout the length of the CT dataset.

Results and discussion

Optimization of micro CT scanning for yarn specimen

The CT images of cotton yarn specimens acquired through four different trials of micro CT scanning are shown in Figure 4 and labeled with the respective trial IDs as assigned in Table 1. Trials (a) and (b) were conducted on a regular type, while trials (c) and (d) were conducted on a helical type micro CT system. In the CT trial (a), which was both a low-resolution (1.89 microns) and low-magnification (10×) CT experiment,
1.88 millimeter yarn length was scanned, and one of the resultant CT images is shown in Figure 4(a). The individual fibers inside the yarn can be seen as small light colored dots against the darker background. However, a clear view of the individual fibers is not achieved, as the boundaries of the individual fibers are not visually separable from each other. The low scanning resolution and magnification together resulted in poor optical resolution of the CT system that was not substantial enough to effectively resolve the fine fiber dimensions and even finer inter fiber spacing in the resultant yarn CT image. The CT image achieved through trial (a) did not carry enough and clear enough information about the yarn structure and cannot be processed further to analyze the fiber arrangement within the yarn.

The first CT trial clearly indicates the essential need of increasing the scanning resolution and the magnification to improve the visualization of the individual cotton fibers. Hence, trial (b) was conducted at 0.69 micron resolution and 40× magnification, and the resultant CT image is shown in Figure 4(b). The increment in scanning resolution and magnification has clearly improved the quality and the level of detail, as the individual fibers can now be clearly seen in the CT image. In addition, the cross-sectional profile and perimeter of each fiber are also evident. The peripheries of the fibers in the CT image are slightly darker (low intensity value) than the rest of the fiber, producing a superior contrast between the fibers and the background, making it very suitable for downstream image processing and yarn structural analysis. However, the major issue associated with trial (b) is very limited yarn length (i.e. 0.35 millimeter or 350 microns), as high resolution and magnification settings narrow down the field of view of the CT system. Such a short yarn length does not provide enough information about the longitudinal arrangement of fibers within the yarn, which is essential to build a comprehensive understanding of the yarn structure.

One possibility to resolve this problem is serial CT scanning, where multiple regular scans are conducted on a single specimen at various segments and the resultant CT volumes are stitched together to achieve a larger field of view without compromising on the scanning resolution. However, the requirement of yarn length in this case is around 30 mm (i.e. the approximate length of a single cotton fiber) to allow tracking the longitudinal arrangement of fibers inside the yarn. In order to achieve this length at 0.69 micron scanning resolution on a regular type CT system, at least 86 serial scans are required. The number of serial scans could even increase, as the stitching process requires some overlapping length of the volumes, making the whole process very intensive in terms of cost, resources and time. Another possibility is to use a helical type CT scanning system, which scans the specimen in a helical trajectory arrangement, which covers a longer specimen length without the need to stitch multiple volumes together. Helical CT scanning is also a time consuming and resource intensive process, but the associated costs are substantially less than those for the serial scanning method on a regular type CT system.

The CT trial (c) was conducted on a helical type micro CT scanner at 1.7 micron scanning resolution and 10× magnification. The scan covered 19.4 mm yarn length, and the resultant CT image is shown in Figure 4(c). The view of the fibers in the CT image is superior to what was achieved in trial (a), as individual fibers can be separately noticed to some extent. However, the CT image is not as superior as the one achieved in CT trial (b). The optical resolution of the CT system was not substantial enough to effectively visualize fine inter fiber spacing due to limited scanning resolution, and further image analysis could not be performed to analyze the yarn structure. Hence, the scanning resolution must be increased to improve the level of detail in the CT image. However, the impressive feature of trial (c) is that it covered a 19.4 mm yarn length in a single scan. This length is around 10 times longer than the yarn length achieved in trial (a) and 55 times longer than the yarn length achieved in trial (b). This shows that helical CT scanning is more suitable for scanning specimens with a higher aspect ratio, such as textile yarns, compared to regular CT scanning.

The last CT trial (d) was also conducted on a helical type CT system at 1.33 micron scanning resolution and 110× magnification. The scan covered a 16.28 mm yarn length, and the resultant CT image is shown in Figure 4(d). The CT image achieved through trial (d) is superior in quality and level of detail to the CT image achieved through trial (c). The fibers have an improved contrast against the background. The inter fiber spacing is not as clearly visible as it was in case of CT trial (b) on a regular CT system, but the darker edges of the fibers makes them visually separable from each other. Although the quality of the CT image can be further improved by increasing the scanning resolution, it would be a compromise on the yarn length scanned (i.e. 16.28 mm), which is highly undesired. Although 16.28 mm does not represent the average (upper half mean) length of a cotton fiber, it can still provide some useful insight into the longitudinal arrangement of fibers. The yarn length covered in CT trial (d) was slightly less than the yarn length achieved in CT trial (c), but it is still much higher than the yarn length achieved in trials (a) and (b). Hence, in assessing the outcomes achieved through the four different CT trials, the CT settings for trial (d) using a helical type CT system were selected as optimal for scanning yarn specimens. Two typical CT images of yarns
H and L acquired through these trials are shown in Figures 5(a) and (b).

**Analyzing yarn structure using digital image processing**

The CT image datasets of both yarns L and H were processed using three image processing algorithms in order to extract yarn structural information and express it in terms of suitable parameters. The application of image processing algorithms on a CT image sequence to quantify the yarn structure is presented and discussed as follows.

**Image enhancement.** It can be clearly seen that the CT image in its original form cannot be used for image analysis due to the presence of unwanted features, such as random noise and an inconsistent background, which surrounds the cotton fibers and blurs their boundaries and perimeters to some extent. These undesired features shadow the information of interest in the CT images and would not allow direct application of image processing operations to segment individual fibers and analyze their arrangement. Hence, the first image processing algorithm focused on enhancing the yarn CT images by improving their appearance and eliminating unwanted features from them.

The outcomes of various steps involved in the image enhancement process are given in Figure 6, where Figure 6(a) shows the original CT image, which was resized by a factor of 2 to improve its digital resolution. Figures 6(b) and (c) show the outcomes of Gaussian filtering to minimize normally distributed noise in the image followed by image contrast adjustment, respectively. Although contrast adjustment segmented most of the fibrous regions from the background, due to non-uniformity within the fibrous regions as well as in the background an effective segmentation was not achieved, which could affect downstream image processing. To counter this issue, the first-order derivative operation was applied, and the resultant image is shown in Figure 6(d). The first-order derivative results in higher values at steeper intensity gradients (which occur at the fiber boundary) compared to gradual intensity gradients (which occur within the fiber region). The fiber boundaries as determined by derivative operations were then imposed on the image shown in Figure 6(c) to emphasize the fibrous areas and suppress the background, as shown in Figure 6(e). Although the fiber segmentation was slightly improved by the derivative operation, some small white objects can still be observed in the background that do not belong to any fiber and should be removed. Hence, the second-order derivative operation was applied as it has an aggressive response (as it assigns high pixel values) to the finer details in the image (such as thin lines and isolated points) compared to the first-order derivative operation. The application of the second derivative is shown in Figure 6(f), which was then subtracted from the image in Figure 6(e) to achieve a uniform background, as shown in Figure 6(g).

The binary conversion was applied on the second derivative image, as shown in Figure 6(h), and the resultant binary mask was imposed on the Gaussian noise removed image, that is, Figure 6(b), to segment the fiber regions, as shown in Figure 6(i). In order to compensate for the small holes within the fibers at low intensity areas, the flood filling morphological operation was applied and its outcome is shown in Figure 6(j). Several small-sized objects that could still

![Figure 5. Micro computerized tomography (micro CT) images of (a) yarn H and (b) yarn L from respective CT datasets.](image-url)
Figure 6. Various stages involved in the image enhancement algorithm (a) original computerized tomography image; (b) Gaussian filtering; (c) contrast adjustment; (d) first derivative of the image achieved in step (c); (e) image (d) imposed on image (c); (f) second-order derivative of image (e); (g) subtracting image (f) from image (e); (h) binary conversion of image (g); (i) imposing image (h) on image (b); (j) flood filling operation applied on image (i); (k) size threshold for objects more than 20 pixels in size
be noticed around the fibers were removed through the size threshold operation by removing any objects less than 20 pixels in size. The final form of the enhanced image is shown in Figure 6(k).

Analysis of fiber arrangement in the yarn cross-section

The minimization of noise and subtraction of the inconsistent background in the yarn CT image allowed image analysis to quantify yarn structure-related information, which lies in two different dimensions of the CT dataset, that is, within the yarn cross-section and along the yarn length. The second image processing algorithm analyzes the fiber arrangement within the yarn cross-section and reports it in terms of fiber packing density, equivalent diameter of yarn, number of fibers in yarn cross-section, fiber radial packing density and yarn shape factor. The outcomes of the application of the second image processing algorithm in terms of images at various steps of its workflow are shown in Figure 7. The first requirement of the cross-sectional analysis is the identification of hair fibers from the CT image. The hairs are those fibers that lie at some distance from the main yarn body. Hair fibers not only lie at the highest Euclidean distance from the yarn center, but also lie far apart from their neighboring fibers. Some hair fibers are indicated with red arrows in the lower right corner and at the bottom center of Figure 7(a), which is the binary form of the previously enhanced image. Prior to measurement of any cross-section-related parameters, the main yarn body should be segmented from the hair fibers.

In order to identify and remove hair fibers, morphological dilation was carried out on the binary image with a disk-shaped structuring element (3 pixel radius), as shown in Figure 7(b), to achieve two purposes. Firstly, those fibers that belong to the main yarn body and essentially lie close to their neighboring fibers would eventually touch and merge into each other to form a single large fibrous cluster (or object). The hairs, which lie at a distance from their neighboring fibers, would not become a part of this fibrous cluster and could simply be eliminated by object size thresholding, as shown in Figure 7(c). Secondly, the yarn center can be determined simply by linearly averaging the spatial coordinates (both $x$ and $y$) of all pixels that belong to the fiber mass shown in Figure 7(c). The yarn center is then represented with a red dot in Figure 7(d). The final step of eliminating hair fibers was to measure the distance of each fiber in Figure 7(a) from the nominated yarn center and, if it exceeded the yarn radius threshold (as calculated by Equation (3)), the fiber was considered a hair and eliminated, as shown in Figure 7(e). These dual criteria for the detection and removal of hairs ensured accuracy and avoided unnecessary removal of fibers, which could significantly influence the value of the calculated parameters. The total fiber area was then simply calculated as the total number of white pixels in the image.
After isolating hair fibers, the next step was to nominate the yarn boundary to allow calculation of the total yarn area. This was achieved by morphological dilation followed by morphological erosion of the image shown in Figure 7(e) with a disk-shaped structuring element (radius 15 pixels), and the resultant image is shown in Figure 7(f). The dilation operation increased the size of each fiber to the extent that all fibers merged into each other to form a single object. The successive erosion of that object removed added pixels from its edges, bringing its size back to normal. The boundary of the eroded fibrous object represented the yarn boundary as it is imposed on the initial CT image, and is shown in Figure 7(g). The total number of pixels within the yarn boundary (including boundary pixels) represented the total yarn area.

The measurement of total fiber and yarn areas led to the calculation of fiber packing density, which is defined as the ratio of the former to the latter.\textsuperscript{12} The radial packing density of a yarn, which represents fiber packing as a function of yarn radius, was calculated by dividing the yarn cross-section into five concentric circular regions at equal radial distance from the yarn center, as shown in Figure 7(i).\textsuperscript{3} All five circles with radii of 25, 50, 75, 100 and 125 microns are centered at the yarn center. The packing density in each circular region was calculated as the ratio of total white pixels (i.e. fiber area) to the total number of pixels inside it. In order to calculate the total number of fibers in the yarn cross-section, individual fiber segmentation was achieved through the third image processing algorithm (whose details are given in the next section), as shown in Figure 7(h).

The yarn diameter was calculated as the equivalent diameter because the yarn cross-section was an arbitrary shape instead of a perfect circle, as is generally assumed. The equivalent yarn diameter was the diameter of an imaginary circle with an area exactly equal to the total area of the yarn, and was calculated using Equation (4).\textsuperscript{28} The yarn diameter value was also divided by a factor of 2 to compensate for image resizing (where the image size was enhanced by a factor of 2, as described in the image enhancement algorithm). The yarn shape factor is a new parameter to characterize the degree of circularity of the yarn cross-sectional profile; its value ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates an ideal circle and 1 refers to a straight line. However, both 0 and 1 are extreme cases. A higher value of the shape factor refers to an irregular arrangement of fibers, while its lower value refers to fiber arrangement in a perfectly circular arrangement. The yarn shape factor was calculated from Equation (5) by assuming the yarn cross-sectional shape as an ellipse and taking the ratio of its smallest and largest diameters.\textsuperscript{29} The above-mentioned parameters were measured in pixel units (except unit-less quantities), which were then converted into physical units (i.e. microns) simply by multiplying them by the scanning voxel size, that is, 1.33 microns

\[
YD_{EQ} = \sqrt{\frac{4 \times P_y}{\pi}}
\]  

(4)

where \(YD_{EQ}\) is the equivalent diameter of the yarn and \(P_y\) is the total number of pixels lying within the yarn boundary (i.e. the yarn area)

\[
YS = \frac{L_f}{L_{ma}}
\]  

(5)

where \(YS\) is the yarn shape factor, \(L_f\) is the distance between the foci of the ellipse of the yarn cross-section and \(L_{ma}\) is the length of the major axis of the ellipse of the yarn cross-section.

**Analysis of fiber arrangement along the yarn length**

In order to analyze the longitudinal arrangement of fibers within a yarn, tracking of the fiber path along the yarn length is essential, which requires the accurate segmentation of individual fibers in each image throughout the CT dataset. The fibers in the CT image appear to be ‘connected’ with each other in the form of small clusters and could not be segmented based on their physical characteristics (i.e. grayscale intensity, size or shape) due to significant variations in them both within the CT image and across the CT dataset. However, one possibility to segment individual fibers is through motion-based segmentation by tracking slight changes in fiber positions between two consecutive CT images. The physical distance between two consecutive CT slices was 1.33 microns (i.e. the scanning voxel size) and changes in fiber positions were very small, as could be noticed in four consecutive CT slices. The fibers in the CT image appear to be connected as a function of yarn radius, was calculated by dividing the yarn cross-section into five concentric circular regions at equal radial distance from the yarn center, as shown in Figure 7(i).\textsuperscript{3} All five circles with radii of 25, 50, 75, 100 and 125 microns are centered at the yarn center. The packing density in each circular region was calculated as the ratio of total white pixels (i.e. fiber area) to the total number of pixels inside it. In order to calculate the total number of fibers in the yarn cross-section, individual fiber segmentation was achieved through the third image processing algorithm (whose details are given in the next section), as shown in Figure 7(h).

The yarn diameter was calculated as the equivalent diameter because the yarn cross-section was an arbitrary shape instead of a perfect circle, as is generally assumed. The equivalent yarn diameter was the diameter of an imaginary circle with an area exactly equal to the total area of the yarn, and was calculated using Equation (4).\textsuperscript{28} The yarn diameter value was also divided by a factor of 2 to compensate for image resizing (where the image size was enhanced by a factor of 2, as described in the image enhancement algorithm). The yarn shape factor is a new parameter to characterize the degree of circularity of the yarn cross-sectional profile; its value ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates an ideal circle and 1 refers to a straight line. However, both 0 and 1 are extreme cases. A higher value of the shape factor refers to an irregular arrangement of fibers, while its lower value refers to fiber arrangement in a perfectly circular arrangement. The yarn shape factor was calculated from Equation (5) by assuming the yarn cross-sectional shape as an ellipse and taking the ratio of its smallest and largest diameters.\textsuperscript{29} The above-mentioned parameters were measured in pixel units (except unit-less quantities), which were then converted into physical units (i.e. microns) simply by multiplying them by the scanning voxel size, that is, 1.33 microns.

\[
YD_{EQ} = \sqrt{\frac{4 \times P_y}{\pi}}
\]  

(4)

where \(YD_{EQ}\) is the equivalent diameter of the yarn and \(P_y\) is the total number of pixels lying within the yarn boundary (i.e. the yarn area)

\[
YS = \frac{L_f}{L_{ma}}
\]  

(5)

where \(YS\) is the yarn shape factor, \(L_f\) is the distance between the foci of the ellipse of the yarn cross-section and \(L_{ma}\) is the length of the major axis of the ellipse of the yarn cross-section.

**Analysis of fiber arrangement along the yarn length**

In order to analyze the longitudinal arrangement of fibers within a yarn, tracking of the fiber path along the yarn length is essential, which requires the accurate segmentation of individual fibers in each image throughout the CT dataset. The fibers in the CT image appear to be ‘connected’ with each other in the form of small clusters and could not be segmented based on their physical characteristics (i.e. grayscale intensity, size or shape) due to significant variations in them both within the CT image and across the CT dataset. However, one possibility to segment individual fibers is through motion-based segmentation by tracking slight changes in fiber positions between two consecutive CT images. The physical distance between two consecutive CT slices was 1.33 microns (i.e. the scanning voxel size) and changes in fiber positions were very small, as could be noticed in four consecutive CT slices. The fibers in the CT image appear to be connected as a function of yarn radius, was calculated by dividing the yarn cross-section into five concentric circular regions at equal radial distance from the yarn center, as shown in Figure 7(i).\textsuperscript{3} All five circles with radii of 25, 50, 75, 100 and 125 microns are centered at the yarn center. The packing density in each circular region was calculated as the ratio of total white pixels (i.e. fiber area) to the total number of pixels inside it. In order to calculate the total number of fibers in the yarn cross-section, individual fiber segmentation was achieved through the third image processing algorithm (whose details are given in the next section), as shown in Figure 7(h).

The yarn diameter was calculated as the equivalent diameter because the yarn cross-section was an arbitrary shape instead of a perfect circle, as is generally assumed. The equivalent yarn diameter was the diameter of an imaginary circle with an area exactly equal to the total area of the yarn, and was calculated using Equation (4).\textsuperscript{28} The yarn diameter value was also divided by a factor of 2 to compensate for image resizing (where the image size was enhanced by a factor of 2, as described in the image enhancement algorithm). The yarn shape factor is a new parameter to characterize the degree of circularity of the yarn cross-sectional profile; its value ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates an ideal circle and 1 refers to a straight line. However, both 0 and 1 are extreme cases. A higher value of the shape factor refers to an irregular arrangement of fibers, while its lower value refers to fiber arrangement in a perfectly circular arrangement. The yarn shape factor was calculated from Equation (5) by assuming the yarn cross-sectional shape as an ellipse and taking the ratio of its smallest and largest diameters.\textsuperscript{29} The above-mentioned parameters were measured in pixel units (except unit-less quantities), which were then converted into physical units (i.e. microns) simply by multiplying them by the scanning voxel size, that is, 1.33 microns.
while the second part was the image to be segmented. The outcomes of the following image segmentation are shown in Figures 8(g) and (h). However, one problem associated with motion-based segmentation is shrinkage in the overlapping fiber areas as the segmentation operation proceeds along yarn length. This can be noticed in Figures 8(g) and (h), which shows small grayish regions (indicated by small red arrows) that do not overlap with any object in their preceding image. If the grayish areas keep on increasing with each image, eventually the track of the fibers being traced will be lost, which must be avoided in order to extract the longitudinal arrangement of fibers within the yarn.

In order to address this issue, region growth techniques were used to grow the area of fibers in the grayish zones in each CT image. The regions were grown in several iterations by comparing the total area of each fiber (motion segmented area and grown area) in a CT image with the area of the respective fiber in the previous CT image. The grown regions for images $N$, $N + 1$ and $N + 2$ are shown in Figures 9(a)–(c), respectively. The final outcomes of individual fiber tracking by combining motion-based segmentation with the region growing technique are shown in Figures 9(d)–(g), where the gray areas were assigned the RGB values of the respective fibers, as shown with small green arrows.

The final processed CT images were stacked together to visualize their longitudinal arrangement inside the yarn, as shown in Figure 10, where each fiber has been illustrated in a different color according to the RGB value assigned to it during tracking. The volume shown in Figure 10 consisted of 500 processed CT images. The spatial coordinates of all segmented fibers were recorded to extract their 3D trajectories. The yarn structural parameters related to the longitudinal arrangement of fibers, such as mean fiber position, migration amplitude and intensity, were calculated using equations proposed by Hearle et al.\(^{30}\) In addition, another parameter, that is, the migration factor, which represented the overall extent of fiber migration occurring within a yarn, was also calculated as proposed by Huh et al.\(^{11}\) and given in Equation (6)

\[
\text{migration factor} = \frac{(\text{RMS deviation})}{(\text{migration intensity})}
\]

Comparison of yarn structures

The CT datasets of both yarns H and L were processed using the above-mentioned image processing algorithms and the yarn structure was then reported in terms of parameters that represented fiber arrangement within the yarn cross-section and along the yarn length. The parameters related to fiber arrangement within the yarn cross-section were calculated from each CT image in the dataset, resulting in a total of 12,240 observations. The value of each parameter represents the average of these observations, and the extent of variation within them is given by the standard deviation, as shown in Table 2. The parameters related to the longitudinal arrangement of fibers were calculated by tracking the spatial coordinates of each individual fiber, and their values represent an average of all fibers within the
Figure 9. Application of the region growing method on motion segmented images to keep track of individual fibers. (Color online only.)

Figure 10. Different views of the three-dimensional volume of the yarn specimen achieved through vertical stacking of computerized tomography images (a) Top view, (b) Side view, (c) 3D view.
Table 2. Yarn structural parameters related to fiber distribution in the yarn cross-section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Specimen ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yarn H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent diameter of yarn (μm)</td>
<td>153.35 ± 5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber packing density</td>
<td>0.499 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarn shape factor</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of fibers</td>
<td>80 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial packing density</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone A</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone B</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone C</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone D</td>
<td>0.46 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone E</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Yarn structural parameters related to fiber arrangement along the yarn length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Specimen ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yarn H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fiber position (Y)</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean amplitude of migration (A)</td>
<td>0.43 ± 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean migration intensity (I)</td>
<td>1.61 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration factor</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison of the yarn structural parameters related to fiber distribution within the yarn cross-section shows only slight differences between yarns H and L. The equivalent diameter of yarn H (i.e. 153.35 microns) is slightly smaller than that of yarn L (i.e. 156.95 microns), but this minor difference is statistically significant ($P$-value $= 0.001$). It is worth noting the large sample sizes, that is, 12,240 observations of each parameter were made relating to each single image of the CT dataset. The diameter of 12 tex yarn calculated using the relation given in Equation (3) was 129.31 microns, which is relatively smaller than the yarn diameter calculated by the proposed image processing algorithm. However, it should be noted that the yarn diameter calculated by the image processing method is not the actual diameter but the equivalent diameter of the yarn. The yarn diameter is generally considered as a function of the total number of fibers within the yarn cross-section, which then relies on the yarn linear density.\(^{31}\) As the linear density of both yarns was 12 tex, the average number of fibers within the yarn cross-section was also almost equal, that is, 80 for yarn H and 81 for yarn L. However, this is greater than the number of fibers calculated by taking the ratio of yarn and fiber linear densities (i.e. 12 and 0.177 tex, respectively), which was around 68. This difference in the number of fibers could be attributed to limited CT scanning resolution, due to which the fibers appeared to be connected in small clusters. Hence, individual fiber segmentation was not achieved effectively, which would have influenced the measurement values. Based on the limited differences between the yarn diameter and the total number of fibers within the yarn cross-section, both of these parameters can be considered non-influencing on yarn strength.

The areal packing density and its distribution with respect to yarn radius are in close agreement with the previously reported studies, although the value of the packing density for the compact yarn presented in Table 2 appears to be on the lower side (i.e. 0.499 and 0.494) was also minimal but statistically significant ($P$-value $= 0.001$). Similarly, the pattern of radial packing density of both yarns in terms of the fiber area lying in each circular zone around the yarn center was similar. The radial packing density was the highest around the yarn center and intermediate fibrous zones, as calculated in circular zones A, B and C (around 0.5). The radial packing density then slightly decreased in zone D (i.e. 0.46) and dropped quite significantly in zone E (i.e. around 0.3). The difference between the packing densities in zones A, B and C (around 0.5) was statistically significant ($P$-value $= 0.001$), while the difference between the number of fibers in zones C and D was non-significant ($P$-value $= 1$). This indicated that the fiber packing density in terms of area occupied by the fibers and their distribution in the radial zones around the yarn center did not greatly differ between the two yarns and most likely did not influence the yarn strength. This lack of difference between packing densities could be attributed to the fact that both of these yarns were produced through compact spinning (although at different compacting pressures).

The areal packing density and its distribution with respect to yarn radius are in close agreement with the previously reported studies, although the value of the packing density for the compact yarn presented in Table 2 appears to be on the lower side (i.e. 0.499 and 0.494).\(^{3,12,32–34}\) One possible explanation for this could be the compressive force exerted on fibers, as the yarn specimen is embedded and cured into a resin or wax medium during sample preparation for cross-sectional microtomy, as reported in above-mentioned studies. This could increase the packing density of fibers by pushing them closer to each other. As the micro CT method did not require a similar sample preparation, the packing density values remained on the lower side.
The comparison of the shape factors of both yarns indicated the lack of substantial difference between them, as the shape factors for yarns H and L were 0.39 and 0.37, respectively, although it was statistically significant (P-value = 0.001). The values of the shape factor indicated that none of the yarns exhibited a perfectly circular profile of their cross-section, but instead it was arbitrary.

The yarn structural parameters related to the longitudinal arrangement of fibers within the yarn describe the extent of fiber migration by representing the magnitude of variations in the radial position of a fiber with respect to the yarn central axis. The mean fiber positions calculated for yarns H and L were 0.31 and 0.21, respectively. The mean fiber position itself does not explain the longitudinal arrangement of a fiber or its migratory behavior, as it merely represents its average radial position with respect to the yarn central axis. However, the standard deviation of the mean fiber position for both yarns H and L was quite high compared to the average value of the mean position of all fibers inside the respective yarns. This indicates the variation in mean position of various fibers inside the yarn, as some of them were located at higher radial distances from the yarn center, while others were located quite close to the yarn center.

The mean amplitudes of fiber migration for yarns H and L were 0.43 and 0.36, respectively. The higher value of amplitude of migration refers to the higher amount of deviation of a fiber from its mean position, which also indicates a higher extent of fiber migration taking place inside the yarn. The amplitude of migration had a higher value for yarn H compared to yarn L. However, this difference was not statistically significant. One reason for the lack of significant difference between the amplitude of migration was that each individual fiber (depending on their position within the yarn cross-section) exhibited different migratory behavior. Some fibers showed a higher amplitude of fiber migration under the influence of residual spinning stress, while other fibers showed less amplitude of fiber migration as they were not equally stressed. When the amplitude of fiber migration was averaged, the differences between the two yarns become non-significant (P-value = 0.11) due to the higher values of the standard deviation. The mean migration intensities for yarns H and L were 1.61 and 1.36, respectively, indicating that the average slope of fiber trajectories in yarn H was higher than in yarn L. The difference in the fiber migration intensities was also statistically significant (P-value = 0.001). The higher value for mean migration intensity in yarn H indicated more frequent radial displacement of fibers, which refers to a higher extent and frequency of fiber migration inside the yarn. Similarly, the migration factor (which is a product of migration intensity and the migration amplitude) was higher for yarn H (i.e. 0.23) than yarn L (i.e. 0.16).

The parameters related to longitudinal arrangement of fibers also agreed closely with the previous studies, where these measurements were conducted using the tracer fiber technique.6,7,11 It was noted that superior quality yarns also exhibited a higher extent of fiber migration. For example, the migration parameters were on the higher side for compact yarns compared to regular ring yarns. Similarly, higher strength was observed for low torque yarns, where the extent for fiber migration was also higher compared to regular ring yarns.7

The comparison of the effects of fiber arrangement within the yarn cross-section and along the yarn length on its tensile strength suggests that the fiber arrangement along the yarn length significantly affects the yarn strength. The overall higher values of the parameters related to the longitudinal arrangement of fibers within a yarn represent a higher extent of fiber migration occurring inside yarn H. The frequent and broader radial disposition of fibers together could produce a more integrated yarn structure, as fibers would be more ‘intertwined’ together. This could be assumed to provide improved cohesion to the yarn, allowing it to withstand comparatively higher tensile stresses.

Conclusions

This study examined the use of micro CT scanning along with digital image processing as a method to comprehensively study and compare the arrangement of fibers within a yarn. Micro CT scanning is both a non-invasive and comprehensive analysis technique, which provides complete information about the internal yarn structure and overcomes the limitations associated with the existing methods. However, a notable concern associated with high-resolution CT scanning is the undesired compromise on the field of view of the CT system, which also significantly reduces the scanable yarn length.

It was found that helical type micro CT scanning was a more suitable approach compared to regular CT scanning due to its ability to scan specimens with high aspect ratios. The proposed digital image processing algorithms when applied on the micro CT dataset achieved through helical CT method effectively analyzed the fiber arrangement inside the yarns. Hence, this combined method could be applied on a variety of yarn specimens to achieve a deeper and comprehensive understanding of the internal yarn structure and to establish its effect on the resultant yarn properties.

This work also showed that the longitudinal arrangement of fibers in terms of their migratory behavior had a decisive influence on the tensile
properties of the yarn. The stronger yarn showed a higher value of the amplitude and intensity of fiber migration compared to the weaker yarn, which referred to a more cohesive yarn structure due to higher extent of fiber migration. However, this observation was based only on two yarn specimens; utilizing the proposed method to study wider yarn samples will allow a better understanding of these relationships.
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